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The gimmicks end here

Business Critical Hosting

HTTPID® has the highest performing and most secure hosting environment in the world. Some of the largest retailers, governments and financial institutions rely on our technology.

We're a tiny but mighty company — over 300 customers serve 40M visitors, 5B requests and 2PB every month.


Get Started

 




























Managed Security

We deploy ultra-high security systems with advanced multi-layered and high capacity DDoS and WAF protection. Our entire infrastructure is PCI DSS and HIPAA compliant. Strong protection from both virtual and physical threats.











Lightning Fast Hosting

Marvel in the joys of hosting with the fastest provider in existence with average full page load times of 800ms. Our proprietary hardware and software allows customers to serve millions of cacheable hits per hour regardless of their plan.











24/7 UK-Based Support

Experience the best support on the planet. Call, WhatsApp, Skype, raise a ticket, send a pigeon. We're here. Calls to our priority support line are answered within 60 seconds and we treat all customer issues like our own.









Bold statements? Scroll to the bottom to see our notes and disclaimers.


 







A powerful platform designed for success and growth

















Some of our benefits







Fully managed everything

Run your business without an IT department. We handle performance, security and create full website and server backups every 3 hours for free.











24/7 uptime and performance monitoring


We perform external checks on all websites and servers every single minute and if issues are detected, engineers act immediately without waiting for you to raise a ticket.











Free migration and onboarding

Our engineers perform full manual migrations and work with you to ensure your services are functioning correctly.





Get Started



























Optimised for WordPress

Unlike others who claim to have "custom stacks" that are really just a combination of third party software with no innovation, we use our own heavily customised versions of NGINX, PHP, MySQL and Redis which allows us to be more secure and as much as 30% faster than other providers.

	No limits on traffic or hidden charges for extra visitors
	Free high performance CDN's that have a ~96% cache hit ratio
	Free SSL certificates for all or bring your own on certain plans


Get Started

















Pricing and plans









	
Monthly

	
Yearly













Basic




For small and mostly static sites


Starting at

£120/mo






Get Started













Professional




For established small businesses


Starting at

£499/mo






Get Started













Elite




For medium-sized companies


Starting at

£999/mo






Get Started



















Basic




For small and mostly static sites


Starting at

£1,380/yr

Save £60






Get Started













Professional




For established small businesses


Starting at

£5,739/yr

Save £249






Get Started













Elite




For medium-sized companies


Starting at

£11,489/yr

Save £499






Get Started










VAT may be applicable based on billing location.







	Backups every 3 hours
	Free migrations
	Staging environments for enterprises







Detailed pricing further down














Why we are better







	



Technology, performance and results


	



Uptime and performance monitoring


	



Security, backups and redundancy


	



Support, development and business strategy
















Technology, performance and results

Our proprietary hardware technology is used by over 90 data centres around the world
and our proprietary software allows us to have the fastest response times. Others would
charge 8x more to give the same kind of performance as we do. We never compromise on performance
but don't take our word for it — take our platform for a test drive and discover a new
standard in hosting. No payment information required.


Better page load times and SERP

We serve websites faster than the enterprise plans of many other providers which typically come with a price tag of thousands of pounds per month. Also, our customers websites load faster than many Fortune 1000 websites from any where in the world, with greater security at a fraction of the cost. This performance advantage results in customers gaining positions in search engine results shortly after moving to our platform. Of course, while we can't guarantee this, 100% of our customers to date have experienced a sudden and sharp increase after joining HTTPID.

Content Delivery Network (CDN)

Unlike others, we don't claim to run our own CDN by rebranding another providers service or use
poor-performing ones for the sake of increasing margins. We use high performance providers with proven
track records such as Edgecast, Akamai, Fastly etc - the same providers used by the most popular
social media, news and video streaming services.

We've spent years building a system that automatically learns and continuously adjusts which
provider is used based on the type of traffic received, the visitors location and the volume of traffic per
location. This means 2 visitors to the same website at the same time could be served static files through 2 different providers, ensuring content is delivered to your customers using the fastest and closest possible server at all times.




















Uptime and performance monitoring

We monitor our customers interests externally every minute to ensure websites and servers
remain available — that's every single website, application and server monitored individually. If any
issues are detected, our engineers are notified instantly and immediately investigate
without customers needing to contact us. Even though in the vast majority of cases websites might go
down by user-related activities such as installing an incompatible plugin, we still assume
responsibility and investigate first. In these cases, we usually fix the issue without charge
before our customers have a chance to let us know they made a mistake in the first place!

While we don't rely on their CDN capability, our DNS is powered by CloudFlare which is the
fastest and most powerful DNS service in the world and combined with their ability to use
extremely low TTL's, we're able to migrate customers websites and applications between servers
almost in real-time without any downtime. This has a multitude of benefits - if you're suddenly
experiencing viral traffic, we can move your website onto a faster server or provision more servers
to load balance traffic. This happens automatically and without downtime. Also, if our servers
experience issues or we need to perform updates or maintenance, we opt to move customers to
another server while we fix the issue. Again, all to prevent downtime.

Our system will also automatically speed test every customers websites several times a day and
again, if issues are detected, an engineer will investigate to see whether the problem is on our
end or provide advice and discuss with you possible options and solutions. Once a month, every website is
checked manually for performance issues and any anomalies will be relayed to the customer as soon
as possible. No other company cares this much.




















Security, backups and redundancy

We're one of the few companies in the UK that are registered with the Information Commissioner's
Office for data protection (registration number: ZA246885). Companies situated outside of the EU are not subject
to the strict data protection laws set out for European entities but we treat all customers
all over the world with the same standard as our EU customers. Our infrastructure is completely PCI DSS and HIPAA
compliant which means customers can store payment and health information on our servers. Others
charge for this or claim to be compliant without any kind of certification or third party audits.

Proactive security

We have a dedicated team of engineers whose sole task is to find vulnerabilities in
our infrastructure, in WordPress, popular plugins, our customers websites and applications. When
we find a vulnerability, we let the relevant entities know so they can release updates but since it
can often take months before a patch is released by them (often leaving millions of websites
vulnerable), we patch our servers and clients websites immediately to minimise risks. And since
WordPress updates often break websites, our patches only target what's necessary and
ensure websites remain operational after the patch so we can keep your website safe without the
anxiety or reluctance of updating WordPress.

We also have a proprietary security system which prevents most forms of brute force attempts.
For example, if a customer uploads a plugin that contains malware — we have mechanisms in
place that will make it very difficult for someone to use the malicious plugin to take control of
a website and/or perform malicious activity because of our authentication system. Every host claims
to be secure but none have the technical capability to do what we do, none go to the extremes that
we do to protect our clients and none have a proven track record like we do.

Common sense security

It's common now to hear companies experience breaches and data leaks and while
it's impossible to be 100% secure, many have occurred through plain old negligence such as not
encrypting data, allowing data access remotely for the sake of convenience and so on. They could
have been prevented and while nobody can be perfect, everyone can follow common sense and to make
matters worse, many of their breaches occurred in the exact same manner as other companies many
years earlier yet took no action until it was too late.

As well as constantly searching for vulnerabilities in our infrastructure, we also keep
abreast of the
news and if we find a company has experienced a breach, we immediately and thoroughly test our systems for the same
and similar types of vulnerabilities — and take action where necessary. We don't need to experience
a breach to learn their lessons. We would rather be safe than sorry.

Backups and redundancy

Most companies claim to make daily backups which in reality isn't the case or their backup strategy is
unreliable and customers aren't aware of this until they need it. When their customers ask to restore from
a backup, they often come across failed/unusable backups or backups that do not exist. To mitigate this, we perform full backups of files and databases every 3 hours and store copies of them
in so many different locations to ensure a recent copy is always available in the event of a catastrophe.

 Backups are stored on the
physical server in RAID (multiple disks have the same copy), a copy is stored on our local storage
array network (SAN) which is a cluster of servers and disks (again, multiple drives will hold a
copy on the SAN) at the other side of the data centre and a final copy is sent to Amazon S3 with
geo-redundant replication. To date, we
have not lost a backup. No other host can do or offer this without charging
thousands of pounds per month for the backups alone.




















Support, development and business strategy

We're the only company in the world to have, at every level, qualified engineers that have the knowledge
and experience to build complex applications so customers can rest easy knowing when they have an issue,
the first person they speak to will have the technical knowledge to resolve it without needing to
escalate it. We treat all customer issues like our own.

We also provide a wealth of information beyond just answering questions — if we feel there is
vital information you need to know to help guide your website or business, we will provide it. We
don't believe any other company goes to the extent we do. There are no incentives to
upsell the most or log the most time and we are encouraged to work as quickly as possible
without compromising on quality.

Development

Hosting customers receive a significantly discounted hourly rate for all website
development-related tasks. Sometimes customers just want minor changes and more often
than not, we provide them for free. Our low pricing is in no way a representation of the quality of
work received — all businesses, regardless of their monthly spend, receive the same level of diligence
and meticulousness. Website development is just a small area of our business and we don't treat it as a revenue
stream.

Business strategy

Our primary focus is to improve our service for existing customers rather than gain more customers and therefore reinvest our profits as much as possible. We frequently upgrade hardware and perform software tweaks that can provide small or major improvements on performance and security. In typical circumstances at other hosts, a website would slow down as it grows but websites on our platform continue to hold the same performance or get faster. No other company can offer this.





























Websites



Visitors



Storage



Bandwidth



Free global CDN



Free migrations


Performance


Application memory



PHP workers



Page caching



Object caching



Load balancing



HTTP/2


Environment


PHP 7-7.3



WP-CLI



SFTP/SSH



Database server



Database access



Staging area



Git



Dedicated IP


Security


Free SSL



Dual authentication



Brute force protection



Rate limiting



DDoS protection


Backups


Automatic backups



Backup retention


Redundancy


High availability



Geo replication


Monitoring


Uptime expectation



Site monitoring



Performance monitoring


Support


24/7 ticket Support



24/7 live chat support



24/7 phone support



















Basic



£120/mo



Get Started







Websites
1



Visitors
Unlimited



Storage
2GB



Bandwidth
Unlimited



Free global CDN




Free migrations



Performance


Application memory
256MB



PHP workers
4



Page caching




Object caching




Load balancing




HTTP/2



Environment


PHP 7-8.3




WP-CLI




SFTP/SSH




Database server
Shared



Database access




Staging area




GIT/SVN




Dedicated IP



Security


Free SSL




Dual authentication




Brute-force protection




Rate limiting




DDoS protection



Backups


Automatic backups
 Every 3 hours



Backup retention
7 days


Redundancy


High availability




Geo replication



Monitoring


Uptime expectation
99%



Site monitoring




Performance monitoring



Support


24/7 ticket support




24/7 live chat support




24/7 phone support














Professional



£499/mo



Get Started







Websites
2



Visitors
Unlimited



Storage
10GB



Bandwidth
Unlimited



Free global CDN




Free migrations



Performance


Application memory
512MB



PHP workers
8



Page caching




Object caching




Load balancing




HTTP/2



Environment


PHP 7-7.3




WP-CLI




SFTP/SSH




Database server
Private



Database access




Staging area




GIT/SVN




Dedicated IP



Security


Free SSL




Dual authentication




Brute-force protection




Rate limiting




DDoS protection



Backups


Automatic backups
 Every 3 hours



Backup retention
14 days


Redundancy


High availability




Geo replication



Monitoring


Uptime expectation
99.9%



Site monitoring




Performance monitoring



Support


24/7 ticket support




24/7 live chat support




24/7 phone support














Elite



£999/mo



Get Started







Websites
5



Visitors
Unlimited



Storage
20GB



Bandwidth
Unlimited



Free global CDN




Free migrations



Performance


Application memory
768MB



PHP workers
12



Page caching




Object caching




Load balancing




HTTP/2



Environment


PHP 7-7.3




WP-CLI




SFTP/SSH




Database server
Dedicated cores



Database access




Staging area




GIT/SVN




Dedicated IP



Security


Free SSL




Dual authentication




Brute-force protection




Rate limiting




DDoS protection



Backups


Automatic backups
 Every 3 hours



Backup retention
28 days


Redundancy


High availability




Geo replication
Paid add-on


Monitoring


Uptime expectation
99.95%



Site monitoring




Performance monitoring



Support


24/7 ticket support




24/7 live chat support




24/7 phone support






















These are the guys you use when you're serious about squeezing everything you possibly can out of all of the technology behind your business.







Joe Lenihan

Next Level Personal Trainer












HTTPID not only helped me with the design, development and hosting of my website but they also helped me with my business on a wider scale... They have helped me identify the steps I needed to take in order to make my business successful, coached me on my mindset and have been there every step of the way.







Amy Victoria

Amy Victoria Fit












HTTPID are indispensable, offering great advice and economic solutions. They go the extra mile to explain technical information in a way I understand... I have no hesitation in recommending HTTPID to others who are looking for hosting, web development, SEO and Adsense advice, and technical support with websites.







Colin

Starlet Cleaning












The attention to detail, the excellent one-to-one customer service, and the vast knowledge harboured by the HTTPID team is incomprehensible. One thing is for sure, if one wants to move forward in whichever net commercial venture you are in, to have your site with HTTPID will ensure safety, speed and assured help if you need it.







Aur Esenbel

Daily Squib












My relationship with HTTPID began over a year ago where I required an entire site refresh - new hosting, domain servers, performance improvements, design elements - and HTTPID were able to help with incredible speed, accuracy and friendliness.







David Brake

One Room With A View












I was pulling my hair out trying to keep our webstore running smoothly. Luckily I got onboard with HTTPID. Our site is now 5 times faster, and down time is no longer a problem. They have the best support and hosting I have ever experienced.







Anders Dahl

Grønt Skift












HTTPID have been great at hosting my website. I had some issues with my last hosting partner, but none of those issues have been occouring while under HTTPID's wings







Alexander

Naturlig IVS





















World-class data centers

HTTPID Global Network
















Hosting and CDN PoPs





New York, USA









San Francisco, USA









Sillicon Valley, USA









Seattle, USA









Los Angeles, USA









Dallas, USA









Miami, USA









Atlanta, USA









New Jersey, USA









Chicago, USA









Toronto, Canada









London, UK









Amsterdam, Netherlands









Gravelines, France









Frankfurt, Germany









Warsaw, Poland









Bangalore, India









Singapore









Tokyo, Japan







Sydney, Australia











Perth, Australia









Melbourne, Australia









Brisbane, Australia









Auckland, New Zealand






CDN PoPs





Sao Paulo, Brazil









Oslo, Norway









Vilnius, Lithuania









Madrid, Spain









Milan, Italy









Prague, Czech Republic









Bucharest, Romania









Istanbul, Turkey









Moscow, Russia









Bangkok, Thailand









Hong Kong









Seoul, South Korea









Johannesburg, South Africa













Prices may vary by region.










Change Country

	Australia
	Austria
	Belgium
	Canada
	Denmark
	Finland
	France
	Germany
	Italy
	Montenegro
	Netherlands
	New Zealand
	Norway
	Spain
	Sweden
	Switzerland
	United Kingdom
	United States
	Europe
	International
























We accept all major credit cards. Bank transfers are available for the following currencies: GBP, EUR, USD, AUD and NZD.

Businesses in the EU will be billed under the reverse-charge scheme and are responsible for accounting for any applicable VAT.








Performance conclusions are based on the last test carried out in January 2019. While it's not possible to test every
provider, we base our results on comparisons with the most common and popular choices amongst high traffic websites and data
is gathered in a multitude of ways — 1) tests performed while migrating customers away from competitors to us, 2) tests
performed with permission from customers of competitors, and 3) tests performed with permission of competitors. 
Other
conclusions such as providing the best support are based on customer and thid party feedback and should be treated as opinions. Satisfied? Click here to go back to where you were. 
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Contact

	World: +44 207 175 HTTP+44 207 175 4887
	Australia: +61 2 8083 9569
	Denmark: +45 70 89 02 26
	Norway: +47 23 96 61 96
	Switzerland: +41 44 5081 613
	
no-reply@example.com









© 2024 HTTPID by FA3 Limited


FA3 LIMITED is a company registered in England and Wales. Company registration number: 07661508.
Registered address: Stuart House, St John's Street, Peterborough, PE1 5DD, United Kingdom.
VAT registration number: GB 298177251. ICO registration number: ZA246885.

HTTPID®, Fastly® and WordPress® are registered trademarks.

Terms of Service | Privacy Policy | Cookie Policy






















